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Abstract 20 

 21 

In SFC the sample cannot be dissolved in the mobile phase, so it is often dissolved in pure 22 

modifier, or another liquid, sometimes resulting in serious distortions of the eluted peak 23 

profiles already at moderately high injection volumes. It is suspected the reasons for these 24 

effects are solvent strength mismatch and/or viscosity mismatch. This study presents a 25 

systematic and fundamental investigation of the origin of these peak deformations due to the 26 

injection solvent effects in SFC, using both systematic experiments and numerical modeling.  27 

The first set of experiments proved that the injection volume and the elution strength of the 28 

sample solution had a major impact of the shapes of the eluted peaks.  Secondly, the sample 29 

band elution profile was numerically modelled on a theoretical basis assuming both un-retained 30 

and retained co-solvent injection plugs, respectively. These calculations quantitatively 31 

confirmed our first set of experiments but also pointed out that there is also an additional 32 

significant effect. Third, viscous fingering experiments were performed using viscosity contrast 33 

conditions imitating those encountered in SFC.  These experiments clearly proved that viscous 34 

fingering effects play a significant role. A new method for determination of adsorption 35 

isotherms of solvents was also developed, called the “Retention Time Peak Method” (RTPM). 36 

The RTPM was used for fast estimation of the adsorption isotherms of the modifier and 37 

required using only two experiments. 38 

 39 

 40 

1 Introduction 41 

There is a strong trend towards a revival of Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (SFC) with focus 42 

on preparative SFC (Prep-SFC) because of its lower environmental impact and shorter run times 43 

as compared to preparative liquid chromatography (Prep-LC). This trend was recently 44 

summarized by an extensive review written by the now passed away Georges Guiochon and 45 

Abhijit Tarafder [1]; in this article was also listed what was identified to be the major “remaining 46 

challenges” for the adaptation of SFC as a reliable chromatographic mode. Today, many Prep-LC 47 
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units have been replaced by Prep-SFC units in the pharmaceutical and fine chemical industrial 48 

sector, especially for chiral purifications [2].  More recently the revival of SFC has spilled over to 49 

the analytical area driven by strong advances in instrumentation [3,4]. The relatively low 50 

viscosity of the mobile phase in SFC as compared to LC makes SFC a prime candidate to boost 51 

the high throughput trend [5] and leading instrument manufacturers have apparently already 52 

have embarked on this road. 53 

 54 

Many of the ”remaining challenges” and difficulties with SFC in packed columns resulting in 55 

complex behavior [6] are related to the compressibility of the mobile phase in SFC; in a way SFC 56 

can be regarded as a “rubber variant of LC” where everything considered as constant in LC is 57 

varying in SFC [1]. Altogether, these features of SFC typically result in less reproducibility as 58 

compared to LC and poor predictions in scaling up from analytical SFC instruments to 59 

preparative SFC instruments. One way of overcoming some of these problems has been to  use 60 

external devices for measuring the operational conditions in the column [7,8]. Recently, we also 61 

employed design of experimental (DoE) approaches to investigate which operational 62 

parameters are most important to control for reliable transfer of methods between different 63 

system and scaling up for some uncharged compounds [9,10]. 64 

 65 

In SFC the sample cannot readily be dissolved in the mobile phase, so it is often dissolved in a 66 

liquid, or the modifier itself. This can result in solvent strength and viscosity sample solvent-67 

mobile phase mismatch. The mismatch, already at low to moderate high sample volumes, will 68 

often result in serious distortions of the eluted peak profiles. These combined effects are often 69 

simply denoted as “plug effects” [11,12]. It is well-known from LC that injecting the solute in an 70 

injection solvent with stronger elution strength as compared to the bulk mobile phase leads to 71 

severe  and complex  band distortions especially at large injection volumes/loads [13–15]. It can 72 

be suspected that the underlying reason for these “plug effects” are even more complex in SFC 73 

and might also be due to viscous fingering effects (see below). However, except for an 74 

experimental study [12], experimental and simulated by Yun et al [11], or purely theoretical 75 

ones [16] there are few studies in SFC aiming at combining experimental evidence and 76 
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quantifying these phenomena using a modeling approach.  In this study we are going to 77 

investigate the plug effect utilizing a combined experimental and modelling approach. 78 

 79 

There are two main injection principles in SFC [17,18] : (i) the mixed-stream injection mode and 80 

(ii) the modifier-stream injection mode, respectively (see Figure 1).  In the first injection mode, 81 

the injection is conducted prior to the column after the CO2 stream and modifier have been 82 

mixed (cf. Figure 1a).  The second mode is only used in Prep-SFC and requires that the injection 83 

is made in the modifier-stream, which is then mixed with the CO2 stream (cf. Figure 1b). Each 84 

injection technique has its potential advantages and disadvantages and these were recently 85 

evaluated in preparative SFC by Miller and Sebastian [18]. They found that modifier-stream 86 

injection was advantageous for many cases, especially for high-volume injections and for 87 

solutes having a low retention factor, which were markedly disturbed when performing mixed-88 

stream injections. In a recent publication these problems were realized experimentally and the 89 

authors suggested viscous fingering was a principle factor influencing the observed peak 90 

distortions, when utilizing  the mixed-stream injection mode [11]. 91 

 92 

When a viscosity mismatch between two fluids is apparent, and one fluid pushes the other, a 93 

phenomenon known as viscous fingering (VF) can occur. More particular, in SFC a high viscosity 94 

fluid (the ‘plug’) pushes a lower viscosity fluid (the eluent) and the leading interface sharpens. 95 

At the same time the trailing interface of the sample band (plug) is penetrated by the lower 96 

viscosity mobile phase in a complex manner that resembles fingers [19–22]. In SFC the mobile 97 

phase has a lower viscosity than the injection plug, and this viscosity contrast is quite large. 98 

However, still no one has investigated and experimentally proved the effects also occur in SFC. 99 

Physical evidence of the VF phenomena in liquid chromatography has been obtained by several 100 

research groups [23,24]. Shalliker et al [25,26] used glass columns and a mobile phase which 101 

had the same refractive index as the C18 silica; hence, the otherwise opaque column bed 102 

became perfectly transparent. The viscosity between the injection plug and the mobile phase 103 

could be adjusted and the VF effect visualized either with the aid of colored samples or by 104 

injection of a solvent with a different refractive index to the mobile phase.  105 
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 106 

The aim of this investigation is to gain a deeper understanding of the major underlying reasons 107 

for the peak distortions taking place already at low to moderate high sample volumes in SFC. 108 

Especially, we aim at investigating the relative impact of the solvent strength and the viscous 109 

contrast mismatches, respectively. To investigate this, a three step approach was applied. First, 110 

we investigated and compared experimentally modifier- and mixed-stream injections as well as 111 

the effect of the sample’s elution strength. Secondly, the sample elution band from mixed 112 

stream injections was numerically modelled assuming effects of both un-retained and retained 113 

co-solvent, respectively.  Finally visualization experiments were conducted using liquid 114 

conditions with a viscous contrast between the eluent and sample solution similar to what 115 

would be observed in SFC conditions. For estimating the modifier adsorption isotherm without 116 

using large injections a new adsorption isotherm acquisition method was developed, the 117 

“Retention Time Peak Method” (RTPM). 118 

 119 

2 Theory 120 

2.1 Calculating the methanol volume fraction 121 

For simulation of chromatographic experiments, the volumetric fraction of methanol in the 122 

eluent was used. However, the instrumentally set conditions need to be verified as they cannot 123 

be assumed to be the same as the actual conditions. To calculate this we need to estimate the 124 

molar volume of carbon dioxide and methanol. The molar volume of the fluid (V) was calculated 125 

according to Kato et al. [27]: 126 

 127 

MeOHMeOHCOCO
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M
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 ,        (1) 128 

 129 
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where M is the molecular weight of the fluid, ρ is the mass density of the fluid and x is the mole 130 

fraction.  To estimate the volumetric fraction, the partial molar volume (Vi) needs to be 131 

calculated. It could be calculated according to [27]: 132 

 133 
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         (2) 134 

For a more in depth discussion about Eq. 2(a, b) see eqns. 4 and 5 in Kato et al.[27]. 135 

 136 

From the calculated molar volume and measured mass flows m  of carbon dioxide and MeOH it 137 

is straight forward to calculate the volumetric fraction of MeOH: 138 

 139 
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       (3) 140 

 141 

The density of the fluid were estimated using the Kunz and Wagner [28] equation of state as 142 

implemented by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies in REFRPOP v 9.1. The 143 

necessary inputs are the mass fractions of carbon dioxide and methanol, pressure and 144 

temperature.  The molar fractions were estimated using the measured methanol and total mass 145 

flow.  ∂V/∂x were numerically estimated by integrating REFPROP database in CoolProp [29] 146 

using a Python 3.x wrapper. 147 

2.2 Chromatographic modeling 148 

In this study the elution profiles were calculated using the equilibrium-dispersive (ED) model of 149 

chromatography [30].  In this model the Langmuir model [31] was used to describe the 150 

distribution of solutes between the stationary and mobile phases.  The Langmuir model could 151 

be expressed as: 152 
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s

,           (4) 153 

where qs is the monolayer saturation capacity and K is the association equilibrium constant. In 154 

chromatography, a compound adsorption described using the Langmuir model will result in 155 

right angled-triangular shaped elution zones. 156 

2.3 Simple new method for adsorption isotherm estimation 157 

In this study the adsorption isotherm of methanol was determined using the following simple 158 

approach: 159 

1. The initial slope of the adsorption isotherm was estimated from the retention time of a 160 

perturbation peak obtained when using an eluent of pure carbon dioxide. 161 

2. The association equilibrium constant was estimated from the retention time of a 162 

perturbation peak using an eluent with methanol. 163 

Using this new method it is assumed that the adsorption isotherm of methanol is described 164 

using a Langmuir model in this study.  From now this method is going to be called “Retention 165 

Time Peak method” (RTPM). This method is not limited to just using the Langmuir adsorption 166 

isotherm or for determination of co-solvent.  Below is a general presentation of the method. 167 

 168 

If a small excess of a compound is injected into a column already equilibrated with a mobile 169 

phase containing the same compound a peak will be detected [30,32,33].  This peak is generally 170 

called the perturbation peak, the retention time (tR) of which is dependent on the 171 

concentration (Ci) of the concentration plateau and could be calculated as: 172 

















i

CC

i

dC

dq
FtCt 1)(

0R
,         (5) 173 

where t0 , F and dq/dC are the holdup time, the phase ratio (ratio between the stationary and 174 

mobile phases) and the slope of the adsorption isotherm, respectively. 175 

The slope of the adsorption isotherm is estimated experimentally without any compound in the 176 

eluent, in other words Ci = 0. In this case the initial slope of the adsorption isotherm could be 177 

estimated as: 178 
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Now we need to assume an adsorption isotherm model.  In this study we use the Langmuir 180 

model, but other models could also be used.  For the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, Eq. (4), the 181 

initial slope of the adsorption isotherm is equal to qs·K. To estimate the association equilibrium 182 

constant in the Langmuir model the retention of a perturbation peak is determined using a 183 

column equilibrated with a mobile phase containing the same compound with a concentration 184 

of Ci: 185 
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,          (7) 186 

The RTPM for determination of adsorption isotherms is based on the same theory as the 187 

perturbation peak (PP) method [30,33].  The advantage of the RTPM over the PP method is that 188 

fewer experiments are required to determine the adsorption isotherm for the simple 189 

adsorption isotherm models. The major drawback is that the adsorption model is needed to be 190 

assumed in advance. As a consequence no raw adsorption data is generated. This means that 191 

no further insight about the adsorption process, from tools such as Scatchard plots and 192 

adsorption energy distribution calculations [34,35] can be obtained.  Another drawback is that 193 

the experiments need to have higher accuracy compared to the PP method, because no 194 

redundant experimental data are used.  Another similar and fast method to estimate the 195 

adsorption isotherm is the Retention Time Method (RTM) [30]. In the RTM method the initial 196 

slope is estimated from an analytical injection and the association equilibrium constant is 197 

estimated from the sharp front of an overloaded elution profile [30].  To get overloaded elution 198 

profiles for the RTM substantial injection volumes are needed, that could result in peak 199 

distortion and therefore unreliable adsorption parameters.  This is no problem for RTPM, 200 

because the adsorption data is determined from the retention time of analytical small volume 201 

injections. The RTPM method could readily be expanded to other adsorption models using 202 

similar approaches as for RTM [7]. 203 
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3 Experimental 204 

3.1 Chemicals 205 

HPLC grade methanol, 2-propanol and heptane (Fischer Scientific, Loughborough, UK), CO2 (> 206 

99.99%, AGA Gas AB, Sweden), toluene (Analar normapur, VWR Chemicals) dichloromethane 207 

(Analar normapur, VWR Chemicals), cyclohexanol (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and ethanol (99.7%, 208 

VWR Chemicals) were used as solvents and mobile phase. As solutes antipyrine (Ph. Eur., Fluka 209 

Analytical) and salicylanilide (98%, Aldrich Chemicals) were used. In the viscosity experiments 210 

Oil-Red ‘O’ dye (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to visualize the injection plug. The columns used in 211 

this study were packed with Kromasil Diol (5 µm nominal particle size, 60 Å pore size Akzo 212 

Nobel, Bohus, Sweden) in 4.6×150 mm tubes. One column was used in SFC experiments and the 213 

other in LC experiments. In the viscosity experiments an HR glass column (5 mm, I.D.) 214 

Pharmacia (Uppsala, Sweden) was packed with Kromasil-100-5-C18 (100 Å pore and 5 µm 215 

particle size) (Akzo Nobel, Bohus, Sweden) using axial compression. 216 

3.2 Instrumentation 217 

The SFC experiments were performed using two Waters UPC2 systems (Waters Corporation, 218 

Milford, MA, USA) each equipped with a 100 µL loop. The first UPC2 was equipped with a PDA 219 

detector and the second was interfaced to a Waters SQD single quadrupole (Waters 220 

Corporation, Milford, MA, USA) interfaced using APCI.  Effluent from UPC2 was diluted with 0.2 221 

mL/min methanol, probe temperature was 350 °C and cone voltage 30 V. Manually tuned 222 

selective ion monitoring at 37 m/z. 223 

 224 

To determine accurate volumetric flow and volume fractions of methanol, the first UPC2 was 225 

interfaced to additional pressure transmitters (model EJX530A (Yokogawa Electric Corporation, 226 

Tokyo, Japan) and a Coriolis based mass flow meter (Bronkhorst mini CORI-FLOW model M12 227 

(Bronkhorst High-Tech B.V., Ruurlo, Netherlands). For more information about the measuring 228 

procedure, the reader is referred to the recent publication by Enmark et al [8]. 229 

 230 
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The HPLC experiments were performed on an Agilent 1200 system (Agilent Technologies, Palo 231 

Alto, CA, USA) equipped with a binary pump, an auto sampler, a diode-array UV-detector and a 232 

thermostated still air column oven.  233 

 234 

For the viscosity experiments a Jasco PU 1580 HPLC pump (JASCO, Japan) was used for the 235 

delivery of all mobile phases. A Midas auto injector from Spark Holland (AJ Emmen, The 236 

Netherlands) was used for sample injection. Detection was achieved photographically using a 237 

Nikon D5100 SLR camera (Nikon Corporation, Japan) fitted with a variable focal length 18 to 238 

300 mm lens (Nikon Corporation, Japan) fixed at 300 mm for image acquisition. The f-stop was 239 

set at 10, and the camera was operated in video record mode. Still photographs were taken as 240 

‘snap-shots’ from these videos using Adobe Photoshop CS6 and processed later using Inkscape 241 

0.91 (Open Source software). In order to minimize the cylindrical lens effect of the tubular 242 

column, the column was housed in a standard 30 × 40 × 30 cm tank, which was illuminated 243 

using an 8 Watt white fluorescent light tube (Diversa, Poland) located directly behind the 244 

column. 245 

 246 

3.3 Procedure 247 

To investigate the effect of injection volume and injection solvent on peak distortion in mixed-248 

stream injection mode, experiments were performed using the method set conditions of 10/90 249 

v% methanol/CO2, 1 mL/min, back-pressure of 150 bar and a temperature of 30°C. Volumes 250 

from 2 to 75 µL were injected. Concentrations of 0.5 to 300 g/L antipyrine and 0.5 to 60 g/L 251 

salicylanilide diluted in MeOH were separately injected for each volume in at least duplicate. 252 

Separate solutions of ca 0.2 g/L antipyrine and 0.2 g/L salicylanilide diluted in methanol, 253 

ethanol and toluene were also prepared and injected between 2 to 75 µL.  All low volume and 254 

low concentration injections were monitored at 220 nm while high concentration injection of 255 

antipyrine and salicylanilide were recorded at 310 and 350 nm respectively. 256 

 257 

Injections of pure methanol between 2 to 75 µL were also performed and recorded at 202 nm. 258 

These injections were complemented by mass spectrometric detections. Injections of 2 to 60 µL 259 
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pure MeOH-d4 was made in duplicate. The abundance of the 37 m/z ion was recorded in 260 

selective ion monitoring mode. 261 

 262 

To investigate the effect of injection volume on peak distortion in modifier-stream injection 263 

mode, the UPC2 system using a PDA detector was reconfigured for modifier-stream injections 264 

by diverting the modifier flow to the injection valve and then mixing this flow with the carbon-265 

dioxide stream in a low volume tee just prior to the column. Volumes of 5, 30 and 75 µL of 0.25 266 

to 300 g/L antipyrine and 0.5 to to 60 g/L salicylanilide were diluted in MeOH and separately 267 

injected. The running conditions were identical to the mixed-stream injection mode. 268 

 269 

The dependence of the retention factor and adsorption isotherm of antipyrine and salicylanilide 270 

on the v% methanol was investigated on 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 60, 80 and 100 v% methanol. 271 

All other running conditions were identical to the other experiments. On each methanol level, 272 

2, 5 and 10 µL of 0.25 to 300 g/L antipyrine and 0.4 to 60 g/L salicylanilide were injected.  273 

Wavelengths of 220, 310 and 355 nm were used to record chromatograms. 274 

 275 

The column void volume was estimated from the retention time of N2O dissolved in methanol 276 

at 5 v%, which has previously been shown to be a stable estimate of column void volume. 277 

The system void volumes were estimated by from the breakthrough times of dilute injections of 278 

antipyrine when replacing the column with a “zero” volume union.  This was done in both 279 

mixed-stream and modifier-stream injection mode. 280 

 281 

The HPLC experiments were done with 15/85, v%, ethanol/heptane as mobile phase, the 282 

column was operated at 30°C, the flow rate was set to 2.0 mL/min and detection was done at 283 

220 nm. Duplicate injections were done with solutions of ca 0.2 g/L of antipyrine or 284 

salicylanilide. The solutes were dissolved in ethanol, propanol and mobile phase with injection 285 

volumes of 2 μL and 75 μL. 286 

 287 
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In the viscosity experiments a sample of Oil Red O dye was dissolved in 45:55 DCM: Toluene 288 

(viscosity of 0.38 cP), which was used as a visualization agent. Two mobile phases were used 289 

one without a viscosity contrast (45:55 DCM: Toluene) and the second with a viscosity contrast 290 

of approximately 3.8 times (19:24:57 DCM: Tolene: cyclohexanol (viscosity of 1.44 cP)). The 291 

viscosity values are derived from previous work by  Catchpoole  et al. [21]. In these experiments 292 

the mobile phase flow rates were set at 0.5 mL/min. and injection volumes were 5 L. 293 

 294 

3.4 Calculations 295 

The elution profiles were calculated using the equilibrium-dispersive (ED) model of 296 

chromatography [30] solved by using the orthogonal collocation on finite elements (OCFE) 297 

method [36,37]. To discretize the spatial derivatives of the ED model the Adams-Moulton 298 

method implemented in the VODE procedure [38] was used to solve the system of ordinary 299 

differential equations.  In these calculations the efficiency was assumed to be 5000 and the 300 

numbers of subdomains used in the calculation were set to 500. 301 

 302 

The adsorption isotherms of antipyrine were determined using the elution by characteristic 303 

method in slope mode [39].  Using the ECP method it is necessary to have a calibration curve to 304 

convert detector response (R) to concentration (C), this was done by fitting the detector 305 

response for three different column loads for each condition to Eq. (8) so that the injected mass 306 

is equal to eluted mass. 307 

 308 
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          (8) 309 

 310 

where k1, k2 and k3 are constants used in the calibration curve. 311 

 312 

The adsorption isotherm dependency on methanol content was estimated by fitting 313 

determined adsorption isotherm for antipyrine at set conditions of 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80 314 

and 100 % MeOH to a cubic polynomial. 315 
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 316 

All calculations except for OCFE were conducted using open source software Python 3.4.2, 317 

Numpy 1.9.1, Scipy 0.15.1 and Matplotlib 1.4.3. 318 

 319 

4 Results and discussion 320 

In this study we are investigating the major underlying reasons for elution peak distortion 321 

caused by the solvent plug that occurs as a sample is introduced in SFC using a different sample 322 

solvent compared to the eluent. First, in Section 4.1, observations are made from experiments 323 

using the two dominating injection modes: injections in the modifier and in the mixed-stream, 324 

respectively. Here, it will be discussed how these experiments can be attributed to the sample 325 

solvent effects and the adsorption behavior will be classified in a qualitative way.  Secondly, the 326 

elution strength of the injection solvent is investigated (Section 4.2).  In Section 4.3 solute 327 

elution profiles were calculated by using a plug model assuming that the injection creates an 328 

un-retained sample solvent plug that affects retention of the solute. Finally in section 4.4, 329 

sample zone broadening will be investigated.  In this section, first solvent adsorption is studied 330 

by both experiments and modeling.  Secondly, band broadening due to viscosity contrast 331 

between sample solvent and mobile phase is experimentally visualized and discussed. 332 

4.1 Injection mode and adsorption observations 333 

The most common injection mode in SFC, which is utilized by all major commercial SFC 334 

instruments, is the mixed-stream injection mode (cf. Fig. 1a). Alternatively, the modifier-stream 335 

injection mode allows (cf. Fig 1b) the sample to be introduced into the modifier-stream prior to 336 

the mixing point between carbon dioxide and modifier. Usually in mixed-stream injection it is 337 

most likely that the composition of the injection solvent will be different from the eluent. For 338 

modifier-stream injection, the injection solvent can be chosen to be identical to the modifier 339 

blended with carbon dioxide. To study the peak deformation obtained using the two injection 340 

modes, two small organic molecules, antipyrine and salicylanilide were studied. In Fig. 2(a-b) 5, 341 

30 and 75 µL of 0.25 g/L and 100 g/L antipyrine injections are presented for mixed and 342 

modifier-stream injection. In Fig. 2(c-d) 5, 30 and 75 µL of 0.5 g/L and 20 g/L salicylanilide are 343 
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presented.  From visual inspection the resulting profiles from low-concentration injections of 344 

antipyrine and salicylanilide in Fig. 2(a, c), it is apparent that high volume injections in the 345 

mixed-stream injection mode gives markedly deteriorated elution profiles, while the equivalent 346 

injections in the modifier-stream injection mode does not. The center of mass of the elution 347 

profile obtained in mixed-stream injection mode is shifted to shorter retention times, while it 348 

remains approximately constant for the modifier-stream injections. Only when injecting 5 µL is 349 

the elution profile obtained in the two modes similar, regardless of injected concentration. 350 

The elution profiles obtained from the high concentrated samples gives insight into the 351 

adsorption behavior of the solutes. The left angled-triangular elution profile for antipyrine, see 352 

Fig 2. (b), indicates that antipyrine follows “Langmuirian” adsorption (Eq 4). For salicylanilide 353 

the overloaded elution profiles are right angled-triangular shaped, indicating that salicylanilide 354 

follows “anti-Langmuirian” adsorption, see Fig. 2(d).  However, further experiments would be 355 

required to verify the origin of this observation. 356 

 357 

The trend of shifting the center of mass of the elution profiles to shorter time when injecting 358 

the sample in higher elution strength diluent has previously been reported in SFC [12] where 359 

the conclusion was to (1) inject as small volumes as possible and (2) use a less polar injection 360 

solvent. 361 

 4.2 Changing elution strength of sample solvent 362 

Common practice in SFC is to dissolve the sample in the organic modifier, e.g. methanol, which 363 

has a much stronger “solvent strength” compared to CO2, while in Normal Phase Liquid 364 

Chromatography (NPLC) the sample is often dissolved in the mobile phase. To investigate the 365 

effect of the solvent strength on the elution peak shape three different solvents were used to 366 

dissolve the sample and the effects in NPLC and in SFC are compared. 367 

 368 

In SFC the mobile phase was 7.2 v% MeOH. The effect of the injection solvent was investigated 369 

by using toluene, methanol and ethanol as sample solvents. Toluene was selected because it is 370 

more nonpolar solvent compared to the alcohols and therefore closer in elution strength of the 371 

eluent. In NPLC, the same stationary phase was used, but the eluent was 15/85, v/v, 372 
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ethanol/heptane and as injection sample solvents ethanol, 2-propanol and 15/85, v/v, 373 

ethanol/heptane were used. Because methanol is immiscible in heptane, 2-propanol was used 374 

instead. Injections were done at two different injection volumes; 2 and 75 μL with the solutes 375 

dissolved as described above. The profiles obtained from 2 μL injections overlapped perfectly 376 

for all sample solvents in both SFC and HPLC (not shown). This indicates that there are no 377 

injection plug-phenomena when the injection volume is small enough relative to the actual 378 

column volume, which agrees very well with previous reversed phase liquid chromatographic 379 

observations [14,15]. 380 

 381 

One way of comparing the solvent strength is to use the eluent strength (ε0) on SiO2, defined by 382 

Snyder as the adsorption energy of the solvent adsorbing on the stationary phase per unit area 383 

[40]. High adsorption energy means high eluent strength in NPLC mode. Since the eluent 384 

strength was determined for silica adsorbents and here a Diol stationary phase was employed, 385 

the values of the eluent strength should be treated as approximate and only the relative order 386 

of the solvents are used in this discussion.  The solvent strengths for sample solvents according 387 

to ε0(SiO2) and dielectric constant is presented in Table 1, data from [41]. 388 

 389 

In NPLC when 75 μL was injected, Fig. 3b and 3d, the degree of peak distortion was largest for 390 

the sample dissolved in ethanol, which has the largest eluent strength contrast between the 391 

eluent and the sample solution, followed by isopropanol (second largest) and lastly mobile 392 

phase. The same trend was evident in SFC - Fig 3a and 3c, where methanol has the largest 393 

eluent strength contrast between the sample and the eluent and subsequently the largest peak 394 

distortions were apparent followed by ethanol and toluene with minor peak distortion. Finally, 395 

one could observe that for salicylanilide in NPLC, Fig 3d, which had a smaller retention factor 396 

compared to antipyrine, Fig. 3b, the peak distortions were more pronounced, as expected for 397 

solute that elutes closer to the void. 398 

 399 

The deformations of the peaks seen in NPLC and in SFC are qualitatively the same. This 400 

indicates that the plug-phenomena are similar in NPLC and SFC. Dissolving the sample in a 401 
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solvent with similar elution strength as the mobile phase seems to minimize the peak distortion 402 

in SFC, which agrees with previous results [12].  403 

 404 

4.3 Prediction of elution profiles 405 

So far it has experimentally been shown that the injection solvent will affect the elution profile. 406 

Now we will investigate if it is possible to quantitatively describe the distortion of the elution 407 

profile when injecting different 2-75 µL of 0.25 g/L of antipyrine dissolved in methanol.  408 

Salicylanilide was not chosen due to its apparently more complex adsorption mechanism. To 409 

qualitatively describe the propagation of the solute through the column when the solutes in the 410 

sample solution have different adsorption properties than in the eluent the following 411 

assumptions were made,  412 

1. The injection creates an un-retained solvent plug that travels along the column.  The 413 

sample zone broadening along the column is only due to dispersion in the separation 414 

system. In other words methanol is simulated as a compound with no retention. 415 

2. The solute retention is modifier dependent and this dependency is only manifested in 416 

the adsorption isotherm. 417 

The assumptions above gives a simple model that is similar to the “plug model”, which was 418 

previously used to describe how pH-mismatch between sample solution and eluent affects the 419 

elution profile [13]. In the pH study the chromatography was modeled using the ideal model 420 

(efficiency is infinite) solved using characteristic lines approach. Yun et al have also analyzed the 421 

plug phenomena using a similar approach [11].  In Yun et al the plug is modeled using the ED 422 

model and linear adsorption isotherm were used to describe the retention of the solutes.  In 423 

this study the adsorption of antipyrine is assumed to be described using the Langmuir model.  424 

As in the study by Yun et al the MeOH fraction was also simulated. However, instead of using 425 

mass fractions as in the case by Yun et al, we instead used volume fractions; see Section 2.1, in 426 

order to get better correlation with concentrations used in the Langmuir model, see eq. (4). 427 

 428 

The adsorption isotherm for antipyrine was determined using the slope elution by characteristic 429 

point method [39] at different fractions of modifier. As already has been shown in Fig. 2b, 430 
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antipyrine’s elution profiles are right angled-triangular wherefore the Langmuir model was 431 

chosen.  The adsorption isotherm was determined using 5 µL injection of 300 g/L antipyrine on 432 

eluents with 7.2, 18.0, 29.6, 40.5, 60.2, 79.7 and 100 v% MeOH (set conditions of 10, 20, 30, 40, 433 

60, 80 and 100).  Injections of 5 µL were used because the analytical elution profiles from mixed 434 

and also in modifier injection mode were coincident, see Fig. 2.  The resulting adsorption 435 

isotherm parameters are presented as symbols in Fig. 4.  To be able to use this data in the ED 436 

model the determined adsorption isotherm parameters were fitted to a cubic function, see grey 437 

line in Fig. 4. 438 

 439 

The experimental elution profiles for the injection of 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60 and 75 µL injections of 440 

0.25 g /L of antipyrine in MeOH and eluent of 7.2 v% MeOH, are presented as black line in Fig. 441 

5a.  In Fig. 5b, the corresponding calculated elution profiles are presented.  Comparing the 442 

experimental and calculated elution profiles one could see that the elution profiles are very 443 

similar.  The main differences are noted at high injection volumes (60 and 75 µL) where the 444 

simulated profiles were less distorted. Also note that the experimental elution profiles were 445 

slightly broader than the simulated profiles.  Yun et al studied 5, 50, 1000 and 2000 µL 446 

injections and in contrast to our study they found that generally the simulated profiles were 447 

broader compared to the experimental profiles [11]. 448 

 449 

In Fig. 5c, simulated elution profiles assuming expanding injection plug is shown, this will be 450 

discussed later in Section 4.4.1. 451 

4.4 Sample zone broadening 452 

The above results clearly indicate that the solvent strength is a main contributing factor 453 

responsible for peak distortion.  However, as noted, the simulated elution peaks were not as 454 

broad or distorted as the experimental peaks, indicating that other factors may also be 455 

responsible for peak distortion.  Below two other contributing factors are discussed, first 456 

solvent adsorption to the stationary phase thereafter viscosity mismatch between sample and 457 

solvent, and eluent. 458 

 459 
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Another factor that could cause band broadening is that the injection of pure methanol may 460 

cause a pH plug with lower pH due to that alkyl-carbonic acid is formed in MeOH/CO2 461 

environment [48].  However, this potential pH plug will only very weakly affect the solutes 462 

ionization under investigation and have some slight effect on the polarity of the stationary 463 

phase.  Therefore it is believed that the potential pH plug will have a very minor effect on the 464 

studied experimental systems. 465 

4.4.1 Solvent adsorption 466 

Referring back to the simple plug model described above (Section 4.3) it was assumed that the 467 

injection creates an un-retained solvent plug that travels along the column.  However, several 468 

studies have shown that MeOH adsorbs to the stationary phase [42,43]. If MeOH adsorbs to the 469 

stationary phase, the injection plug will be diluted and unsymmetrically broadened.  To 470 

investigate MeOH adsorption to the stationary phase; 2, 30 and 60 µL injection of MeOH were 471 

injected on an eluent containing 7.2 v% MeOH and detected using a UV detector at 202 nm, see 472 

Fig 6a.  As can be seen the elution profiles presented are right angled-triangular, which 473 

indicates that MeOH actually adsorbs to the stationary phase.  The shape also indicates that the 474 

adsorption of methanol could be described using a type I adsorption model [44].  One drawback 475 

with these experiments is that the signals are deformed and very noisy.  One must stress that 476 

the signal recorded using a UV detector are actually not originating from the injected 477 

molecules, but instead from displaced molecules from the eluent that are already adsorbed to 478 

the column [42,45].  To detect the injected molecules they must be labeled, using for example, 479 

deuterium [46] and then detect them using a selective detector that could distinguish between 480 

labeled an unlabeled molecules.  Often the displaced elution zone is called the “perturbation 481 

peak” and the elution zone containing the injected molecules the “tracer peak”. To get a better 482 

insight the experiments were redone, but now with deuterium labeled MeOH (CD3OD) instead 483 

of regular MeOH see Fig 6b.  The signal was detected using SIM mode (37 m/z). The elution 484 

profiles in this case were left angled-triangular shapes and eluted after the perturbation peak.  485 

This observation is expected for tracer pulses when the adsorption of MeOH is described using 486 

a type I adsorption isotherm [47].  UV and MS traces of the methanol injection clearly indicate 487 

that MeOH adsorbs to the stationary phase and subsequently this will result in plug broadening.  488 
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To model the MeOH injection, the adsorption is assumed to be described using a Langmuir 489 

adsorption isotherm and the adsorption isotherm was estimated using the RTPM, described in 490 

Section 2.3.  The initial slope of the adsorption isotherm was estimated from the retention time 491 

(35 min.) of methanol using pure carbon dioxide and the association equilibrium constant was 492 

estimated from the retention of the perturbation peak of methanol using a 2 µL injection, using 493 

an eluent with 7.2 v% MeOH. 494 

 495 

With this data the elution profiles for injections of 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60 and 70 µL of 0.25 g/L of 496 

AP in MeOH and eluent of 7.2 v% MeOH were again simulated, but now methanol was assumed 497 

to be retained, see Fig. 5c.  Comparing the simulated elution profiles with and without 498 

methanol adsorption we could see only minor differences.  The main observed difference is 499 

that the predicted elution profiles are slightly broader from the model with methanol 500 

adsorption, see Fig. 5c. 501 

 502 

In Fig. 6c, the predicted methanol elution profiles are presented.  Comparing experimental 503 

methanol elution profiles in Fig. 6a, we see that the predicted methanol elution profiles were 504 

not as broad as the experimental ones. One explanation to this observation could be the 505 

viscosity mismatch between the sample solution and the eluent.  506 

 507 

4.4.2 Viscous fingering effects 508 

The viscosity of a CO2 mobile phase containing 7.2 v% MeOH at 150 bar and 30 °C is around 509 

0.16 cP [49]. The viscosity of methanol is 0.59 cP.  Thus the viscosity contrast between eluent 510 

and injection solvent is in the order of at least 3.7 times.  To experimentally visualize viscosity 511 

effects of this magnitude we performed experiments in glass columns using a matched 512 

refractive index between the stationary phase and the mobile phase. Under these conditions 513 

the opaque stationary phase is transparent. In this study 5 mm I.D. columns were packed with a 514 

5µm C18 silica phase and equilibrated with 45/55 v% dichloromethane/toluene, which has a 515 

viscosity of 0.38 cP.  This mobile phase has the exact same refractive index as the C18 silica. 516 

Fortuitously, cyclohexanol has a very high viscosity, and the same refractive index as the 517 
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stationary phase. Hence the viscosity of the mobile phase can be easily adjusted simply by 518 

adding cyclohexanol to the dichloromethane/toluene mixture.  The injection was visualized by 519 

adding an un-retained colored dye to the sample [19–22,50]. 520 

 521 

Two experiments were conducted; the first with no viscosity contrast between the eluent and 522 

the sample solution, see Fig. 7a. The second experiment was performed such that there was a 523 

viscosity contrast between the injection solvent and the mobile phase of approximately 3.8 524 

times, see Fig. 7b.  The sample zone in the column without viscosity contrast, Fig. 7a, is more or 525 

less bullet-shaped whereas this is not the case when there was a viscosity contrast (cf. Fig. 7b).  526 

From inspection of these images we can clearly see that the sample zone was distorted and 527 

severely tailing and this would drastically broaden the elution zone of the injection solvent.  We 528 

strongly believe that the observed extra band broadening of the methanol plug in Fig. 6 is 529 

primarily a consequence of the viscosity contrast between the eluent and the sample solution. 530 

This will result in a broader sample zone that propagates through the column and in that way 531 

can interact with the solute and result in broader solute elution profiles as observed in Fig. 5. 532 

Such broadening effects will occur even for retained solutes since the band distortion 533 

associated with the viscosity contrast effect takes place the very instant that the solute 534 

injection plug enters the column.  535 

 536 

5 Conclusions 537 

The dominating injection technique in SFC, mixed-stream injection, was investigated through 538 

experimentally based modelling and was compared with modifier-stream injection. Modifier-539 

stream injections allow for experiments without injection plug effects by injection in the 540 

modifier stream prior to the mixing chamber. It was observed that mixed-stream injections 541 

gave rise to significant peak distortion even at moderately large injection volumes, which were 542 

not present in the modifier-stream injection mode. The peak distortions observed in this study 543 

will have the most pronounced effect at preparative-scale injection volumes. In the analytical 544 

case, generally smaller volumes are injected so little if any distortion would be expected.  545 

Previous studies have shown strong indications that these distortions (plug effects) are a 546 
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combined solvent and viscous fingering effect. Therefore, our focus was to distinguish between 547 

the two effects qualitatively and as quantitatively as possible.  548 

 549 

First, the effect of the solvent strength and viscosity of the diluent on the peak shape was 550 

studied in both SFC and NPLC. It was evident that the trends were similar for SFC and NPLC; the 551 

solvent strength was much more important than the viscosity and injection in a diluent with 552 

similar solvent strength as the mobile phase resulted in less peak distortions. The center of 553 

mass of the elution profiles in both NPLC and SFC were shifted to shorter retention times when 554 

injecting the sample in diluent of higher elution strength.   555 

 556 

Secondly, two sets of calculations of the elution bands were performed where the solvent was 557 

assumed to be un-retained and retained, respectively.  For un-retained solvent the calculations 558 

confirmed quantitatively the empirical conclusions from above; that the solvent strength 559 

contrasts are the main reason for the distortions.  Still the experimental elution profiles were 560 

broader than the predicted ones, even when theoretically taking into consideration solvent 561 

adsorption onto the stationary phase, which resulted in broader elution profiles, but not as 562 

broad as the experimental ones. This also confirms that there is an additional source for 563 

broadening and distortion of the elution bands especially at large injection volumes. 564 

 565 

The additional source of this band broadening could be due to viscous fingering and this 566 

hypothesis was investigated through HPLC experiments imitating the SFC conditions. It was 567 

shown that viscous fingering was indeed present in these experimental conditions, which 568 

employed 5 mm I.D. columns, similar to the 4.6 mm I.D. columns used in HPLC and SFC 569 

experiments. The sample zone was distorted at the leading edge and severely tailing, both 570 

factors will drastically broaden the elution zone of the injection solvent.  We believe that the 571 

observed extra band broadening of the solvent plug is a consequence of the viscosity contrast 572 

between the eluent and the sample solution. 573 

 574 
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We conclude that the contrast between the elution strength of the sample solvent and the 575 

eluent is the main reason for the peak distortions. The next most important factor is viscous 576 

fingering effects that can cause some additional band broadening.  The solvent adsorption 577 

effect had only minor effect on the band broadening. A general conclusion regarding the 578 

maximum possible injection volume without causing peak distortion will also be a function of 579 

the retention factor of the solute.  Based on the experimental findings presented here, no peak 580 

distortions occur at 5 µL injections, but Fairchild recently showed severe distortions already at 2 581 

µL injections [12]. A more comprehensive study entailing several solutes with different 582 

retention factors as well as different sample solvents would likely allow for more exact 583 

guidelines.  Importantly we have shown that separating the various factors that lead to band 584 

broadening is a complicated task and improving separation performance may require a 585 

multifaceted approach to optimize the sample injection protocol. 586 
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Figure Captions 724 

Fig. 1:  Schematic figure illustrating instrumental plumbing for (a) mixed stream injection and 725 

(b) modifier stream injection. 726 

 727 

Fig. 2:  Comparisons between mixed (black solid line) and modifier stream (grey solid line) 728 

injections of antipyrine and salicylanilide. In the top row 5, 30 and 75 µL injections of 729 

antipyrine. In (a) 0.25 g/L and in (b) 100 g/L. In the bottom row 5, 30 and 75 µL injections of 730 

salicylanilide. In (c) 0.5 g/L and in (b) 100 g/L. 731 

 732 

Fig. 3:  Observations of the peak distortion of antipyrine and salicylanilide when injected in SFC 733 

and NPLC mode. In (a) experiments conducted in SFC mode with 75 µL ca 0.2 g/L antipyrine 734 

injected in toluene (grey), ethanol (dashed grey) and methanol (black). Running conditions 735 

were 90/10 v% CO2/MeOH. In (b) experiments conducted in NPLC mode with 75 µL of ca 0.2 g/L 736 

antipyrine injected in 2-propanol (grey), ethanol (dashed grey) and 85/15 v% heptane/EtOH. 737 

Running conditions 85/15 v% heptane/EtOH. 738 

 739 

Fig. 4:  Determined Langmuir adsorption isotherm parameters for antipyrine at different 740 

fractions of modifier are plotted. In (a) the monolayer saturation capacity and in (b) the 741 

association equilibrium constant is plotted. Symbols determined adsorption data and lines 742 

model fit to a cubic polynomial function. 743 

 744 
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Fig. 5:  Experimental (a) and simulated (b, c) elution profiles of antipyrine is plotted. In (a) 745 

experimental elution profiles for 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60 and 75µL 0.25 g/L antipyrine in eluent 746 

containing 7.2 v% MeOH are plotted. In (b) corresponding simulated injections when the 747 

methanol plug is not retained and (c) same as in (b) but now the methanol is retained. 748 

 749 

Fig. 6:  Experimental (a,b) and simulated (c) MeOH elution profiles from 2, 30 and 60 µL 750 

injections.  In (a) pure methanol is injected and recorded at 202 nm. In (b) deuterium labeled 751 

methanol (Mw=36 g/mol) is injected and detected using APCI-MS at 37 m/z.  In (c) the 752 

calculated retained methanol elution profile described using the Langmuir model with qs= 37 753 

v%MeOH / L and K = 1.46 L/v%MeOH. 754 

 755 

Fig. 7: Photographs illustrating the change in band-shape as a function of the viscosity contrast. 756 

In this experiments the refractive index system were matched with the stationary phase, so 757 

that the column becomes transparent. In both cases the viscosity of the injection plug was 0.38 758 

cP. The injection volume was 5 L, flow rate 0.5 mL/min. The column internal diameter was 5 759 

mm, and the column length was 54 mm. Flow direction is from left to right. In (a) Mobile phase 760 

viscosity 0.38 cP, viscosity contrast around 0 and in (b) Mobile phase viscosity 1.44 cP, viscosity 761 

contrast about 3.8 times. 762 

 763 



Table 1: Properties of solvents used this study [45]. 

Solvent Viscosity [cP] ε0(SiO2) Dielectric constant 

Heptane 0.42 0 1.92 

Toluene 0.59 0.22 2.38 

Isopropanol 2.40 0.60 20.33 

Ethanol 1.10 0.68 24.55 

Methanol 0.59 0.73 32.70 
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